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Design and developmentof a digital ground
penetrating radar system
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Abstract
Extensive evaluation of the potential applications for ground penetrating radar (GPR) during the
1970s by the Geological Surveyof Canada led to theconclusions that the expansion
of the GPRmethod
was limited by

- instrument portability,

-

instrument sensitivity, and

- inability to apply seismic-like processing.
In 1981,A-Cubed Inc. embarked on a program to
develop technology to put in place a GPRsystem that
would overcome these limitations. A joint project between the Geological Survey of Canada and A-Cubed
Inc. began in 1983 and ledto the introduction of the pulse EKK0
III system in 1986. In this paper,
we present
thedesign philosophy and principles underlying discrete measurement techniques accompanied by
examples of fieldresults.

L'evaluation importante des applications potentielles du georadar a Iaquelle s'est livree la Commission
geologique du Canada au cours des annees1970 a permis d'etablir que l'adoption accrue des methodes
likes a l'utilisation du georadar etait limitee par :

- la portabilite de I'instrument

-

la sensibilite de I'instrument, et
l'incapacite d'appliquer un traitement de type sismique.

En 1981, la societe A-Cubed Inc. a entrepris un programme technologique pour mettre en place un
systeme georadar qui permettrait de surmonter ces limites. Un projet mis en eouvre conjointement par la
Commission geologique du Canada et A-CubedInc. en 1983amene a l'introduction du systeme
pulse EKK0 III en 1986. Dansle present document, la philosophie et lesprincipes de conception
sous-jacents a certaines techniques de mesure sont presentes, appuyes par des resultats recueillis sur le
terrain.

1

2
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INTRODUCTION

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The pulse EKKO IIIsystem developed by A-Cubed Inc.
represents the culmination of
a decade of effort in
developing a precision instrument for ground penetrating
radar (GPR) applications.Initialwork
in ground
penetrating radar, which was carriedout by the Geological
Survey of Canada from '1974 to 1980 (Annan and Davis,
1976), was conducted in a wide variety of environments.
The primary application was geological sounding to look
forrelativelydeepstructure.Structure
that was near
surface (1-3 m) was felt to be of little significance in the
early stages of the
work simply because such structure
could be easily excavated. The objective was to develop a
systemthatcouldpenetratetotensofmetres
in a
favourable environment with 1-2 m resolution.

As general goals, the radar system being developed had
provide the following capabilities:

Theinitialconceptual
work for the pulseEKKO III
system evolved from use of a GSSI-SIR system (Morey,
1974) in a wide variety of geological settings. The weight,
bulk, and power requirementsof that system precluded the
useofradarbeingviableinsomeapplications.
Quantitative interpretation was not usually possible given
the dataformat.Considerableeffort
was expended to
define an optimal configuration for a geological sounding
radar system. A primary goal was to design the system to
collect data digitally and thus to exploit existing seismic
processing and computer technologies.

1. It had to be lightweight, batterypowered,

and ve,

portable.
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A team and the resources to achieve this objective were
assembled in 1983. ThepulseEKKO III systemwas
subsequently developed by A-Cubed Inc.withthe
first
prototype being delivered to the Geological Survey ofCanada
in 1986. This paper provides insight into the development of
the system and design trade-offs.

Figure 1. Example of continuous mode radar profiling section
obtained in a potash mine.
Antenno
Separotion

Figure 2. Step mode radar profiling.

2. It had to be user friendly to permit operation by unskilled
personnel with a minimum of training.

3. It had to acquire digital data in a wide dynamic range to
permit realistic use of seismic-style digital processing.

4. It had to achieve a performance factor or figure of merit
of 130-180dB depending on the operating frequency and
bandwidth.
5. It had to be as free of intrinsic component artifacts as
possible to allow sensible use of the available dynamic
range.

6. Ithad to have the capability for calibrated amplitude
measurement to provide the opportunity to determine
quantitatively subsurface radar reflectivities.

7. Ithad to operate over as wide a frequency range as
possible with 10-1000 MHz being the ultimate objective.
One fundamental factor that entered into the analysis was
how should the radar be operated. The most successful type
of GPR, in fact the only one really available at the time we
began this work, was the GSSI-SIR. The SIR systems are
continuous profilers, which have data acquisition tied into the
data display time base and which require the system to be
transported in a manner that is correlated with the -display
output. The primary display is a facsimile style, grey scale
hardcopy. An excellent example record of this typeacquired
in a potash mine (Annan et al., 1988) is shown in Figure 1.
Because the interface between the data acquisition and the
display timebase lock had limited many of our geological
sounding applications in arduous terrain, we had toeliminate
this characteristicfrom the system fordeep geological
sounding in environments that are hard to access.

GREATBEARRIVER
EMR 8 4 - 3 8

The ability to stack multiple records in the field is
particularly important when there are external noise sources
such as radio or TV transmissions in the local area. The
reasons for stacking are many and are well known. To stack
weneed signals fromthe ground that are constant (time
invariant), whereas external noise sources are incoherent
(time varying). The simplest way toachieve this constancy is
to measure with the antenna system in a static position rather
than being constantly moved.
The concept of making measurements at a discrete point
as opposed to continuously moving the antennas was not new
as evidenced by many of the radio echo sounders developed
for glacier sounding; it was felt to have many advantages.
This mode of operation was a fundamental aspectof the design
of the pulseEKKO
In system. With this design concept in mind,
a number of field tests were carried out usinga modified SIR
system (named the pulseEKKO I) to acquire data in various
formats, which would allow us to assess this
type of survey
operation and to find how effective it would be.
The discrete step mode
of operation is depicted
in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a sampleof a pulseEKK0 I record where, instead
of moving continuously,the antennas were movedin discrete
steps. This record looks
very similar to the standard continuous
profile record (such as shown in Fig. 1) except that the events
than continuously.
appear to movein staircase-like steps rather
One thing that we noticed immediately was that the reflectors
weremuch stronger andmuch more coherent thanthose
the antenna coupling
observed with continuous profiling where
with the groundvaried continuously.
We conducted a further experiment in very rough terrain
where we made measurements at discrete intervals. The data
were digitized and processed after the field survey (Davis
et al., 1985b). An example data set is shown in Figure 4. The
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Figure 3. Example of pulseEKK0 I discrete step profiling results.
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data look rather jumbled; however, by applying topographic
correction, the muchmore coherent section was obtained
(Fig. 5 ) . The geological section as inferred from geological
mapping, radar, and seismic data are displayed in Figure 6.
This example demonstrates one benefit of acquiring discrete
step, digital data. Applying topographic corrections can
transform a rather distorted image of the groundinto one that
is much more understandable.
With these design concepts in mind, we hardened the
specifications for the pulseEKKO III system and began the
development work.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
System implementation was carried out in two phases.
t
the first phase, the first totally digital radar (named
pulseEKK0 II system (Davis et al., 1985a)) was design
and constructed. With the pulseEKK0 I and II systems
was possible to acquire high frequency and low frequency
the
data in digital form andtosystematicallyevaluate
details necessary to implement pulseEKKO III in a secor
phase.

POSITION (m)
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Figure 4. Example of digitized discrete step profilingresults using variable area seismic-like display.
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Figure 6. Geological interpretation of data shown in Figures 4 and 5 combined with seismic refraction
survey information.
Onemajordevelopmenteffort
was thedesignand
construction of widebandwidth,lightweight,portable
antennas. Although we evaluated and testedmany options for
buildingdirectionalantennas,
in the endweightand
portability became the deciding factor in system design.

To achieve good performance and penetration in
geological situations, operating frequencies had to be
100 MHz or lower. At these frequencies antennas become
quite large,
if a number of
are
in the construction of the antenna in an attempt to make it
directional.
Because the
design
goal
was
a portable,
lightweight system, such a large antenna structure was at odds
with thewhole design philosophy.
”

For GPR systems we found that when the antenna is
placed in ‘lose proximity to the ground, the antenna
characteristics change and most of the energy is transmitted
into the ground. As a result, design focussed on the use of
resistively loaded dipolar antennas that could bekept in very
close proximity to the ground. Figure shows how the
radiation pattern of a small, electric dipole antenna varies as
the electrical properties of the ground vary (Annan et al.,
1975). The antenna pattern changes as ground electrical
properties change with the peak in the pattern occuring at the
critical angle of the air-earth interface.

The other key
of the system is the
acquisition component or receiver. The state-of-the-art in this
area is changing very rapidly. Several very highspeed (flash)

A/Dconvertorscansampleatratesof
up to several
hundredMHz.Thesedevicesgenerallyhavelimited
dynamic range (i.e., 4-6 bit resolution). In the pulseEKK0
II system, the unit employed had 8 bit resolution at50 MHz
sampling rate. At that time (in 1983) we decided that use
of straight raw sampling was not fastenoughfor
all
requirementsand was too power hungry for satisfactory
operation inbattery
a portable
field
instrument.
We used synchronoussampling techniques in t h e
pulseEKKO III system such as were used in the SIR system
or any of the Tektronix or Hewlett-Packard sampling
oscilloscopes.
Probably
most
the
fundamental pulseEKKO development
was the use of fibreoptics f o r interconnectingall the
components in the system. With the pulseEKK0 III system,
thetransmitter and receiverareseparate
units and are
interconnected into the console by fibre optics cables. Any
wire cable in the vicinity of the radar can act as a
antenna or radiator and will generate spurious ringing
reflections. By using fibre optics, system artifacts are reduced
greatly and the system
is improved.
The resulting pulseEKKO III system with 100 MHz
system antennas is shown in Figure 8. The transmitter and
receiver modules, which are isolated by the fibre optics
cables,containtheirownbatterypowerpacks.The
pulseEKKO III system is remarkably similar to the borehole
radar system developed by the Swedish Geological Company
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and are played back into a field computer. Radar reflection
sections such as that shown in Figure 10 are the first stage in
data analysis.

(Olssonet d.,1987). The specifications for the pulseEKK0

III radar System now commercially available are summarized
in Table 1.

A computer facility such as that shown in Figure 11
indicates what is required to support a fully digital GPR
operation. At thisstage we can edit,process,generate
filtered sections, and make topographic corrections. The
whole spectrum of seismicprocessingconceptscan
be
used. With the rapid evolution of computer technology,the
sophistication of digitalprocessingwillchangeand
expand in the near future. For the section presented
in
Figure 12, some enhancement processing and automatic
gain control (AGC) havebeen applied to enhance the weak
reflections and to make their display amplitude to
equal
the
strong events. This type of processing is common in the
seismic industry.

EXAMPLE RESULTS
Many results from several casehistories are presented in later
papers in this proceedings. Here, one example of a set of data
collected at a standard test site at Chalk River, Ontario, is
presented. The geology at the site consists of fluvial and
aeolian depositsofsand
underlain by granitic bedrock.
Figure 9 shows the system in profile mode operating along a
road. Generally a crew of two is used, although in rough
terrain a three person crew is beneficial.
The resulting data section is shown in Figure 10. Implicit
with the pulseEKK0 III systemisuse
of computer
processing. All data are recorded on digital tape in the field

Figure 8. The first pulseEKK0 Ill system.

Figure 9. The pulseEKKO Ill being used to profile along a
road at a test site.
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Figure 10. The pulseEKK0 Ill data with topographic correction but
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The same data set processed to yield a colour image is
shown in Figure 13. These figures show some different ways
of displaying the same information. The important point is
that, when we have 100 dB of dynamic range in data, several
display techniques may be needed to see the various features

in the data. In some situations, the signal being sougl
considered to be a nuisance (geological noise is the term o
applied) in another application.

In many instances, since the pulseEKKO I n system ci
into being, radar investigations have become clutter limil
The wealth of detailed subsurface information surpasses
ability to interpret and exploit in a timely fashion.

Table 1. Specifications for pulseEKK0 III system

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

RADARPARAMETERS
Centre Frequencies
System Performance
Programmable Range Window
Minimum Sampling Interval
Programmable Stacking

50 MHz. 1 0 0 MHz. (200 MHz
155 dB
1-3200 ns

-

optional extra)

The first pulseEKKO 111system was completed in the spri
of 1986 and delivered to the Geological Survey of Canada
thattime.Sincethen
the prototypesystemhasse(
continuous field work for more than 2 years. It has been usI.
in the Canadian Arctic, in mines, in wet conditions, and
desert areas and has been through the mill in terms of fie

800 ps
1-4096

ANTENNAS
50 MHz
Size
Weight

100 MHz

200 MHz

1 0 . 5 x 1 18 04 5x x019. 0
82 5
cx m
x0 4. 86 cx m
0.8cm
4 kg
3.2 k g

2.8 k g

TRANSMITTER ELECTRONICS
Output Voltage
Maxlmum Repetbtron Rate
Sue
Welght
Power

400(standard
Volts
equipment)
1000 Volts (optional extra - for 50 and 100 MHz only
30 kHz
23xI4x7cm
0.75 k g
l2V (4 Amp-hourre-chargeable battery)

RECEIVER ELECTRONICS
23xI4x7cm
1 5 kg
12v (4 Amp-hour rechargeable battery)

Slze

Welght
Power

CONTROL CONSOLE
Slze
Welght
FBwer
Recordlng
Dlsplay
Data port

47 x 27 x 23 rm
10 kg (wlth lld)
l2VDC (3 Amps)
Dlgltal Cassette
LCD Graphlc (240 x 640 plxell
8 blt parallel If0

CABLES
lontrol Console Power
rransmltter Trlgger
qecelver Tlming & Data
Iornputer
Interface

1 5 power
m
cable
20 m flber Optlc cable
20 m flbefoptlc cable
I m GPIO Interface cable

,'
,
'

August. 198;

Figure 11. Computerprocessing
analysis.

facility for radar data
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Figure 12. Example of the test site data shown in Figure 10 with AGC applied.
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testing. Results are starting to come forth that demonstrate
the benefits of this new generation of GPR system (Davis and
Annan, 1992, Pilon et al., 1992).
The benefits of the pulseEKK0 III system are many, but
the more important are the following:
high quality, artifact free data
limits no longer instrumentation but rather ground clutter
and attenuation factors
simple-to-operate, portable system available
reliable amplitude analysis becoming possible.
In summary, a new era in the GPR area is dawning and
the method will see more rapid growth and expanded use as
the advances of the seismic processing industry are adopted.
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Abstract
A series of fieldtrials have been carried out with newly developed ground penetrating radar systems to
evaluate their use for mapping buried ground ice and near surface geology in continuous permafrost. In
total, 17.5 line kilometres of surveys were conducted at three sites near Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T. A modified
Geophysical Survey System Inc. radar operating at 100 M H z (pulseEKK0I ) was used for continuous near
surface profiling, and a 30 MHz digital radar (pulseEKK0 II) was usedfor detailed follow up surveys.

Correlating with subsurface data from geotechnical boreholes proved that the radar instruments used
in the surveys were extremely useful for delineating massive ice and subsurface geology in a variety of
terrains. In areas underlain by glaciofluvial sediments or with a thin cover of glacial till, continuous
reflectors were consistently observed in the range of 100-200 ns (two-waytravel time)for the pulseEKK0 I
and in the range of 200400 ns for the pulseEKK0 II. In areas of ideal signal penetration, reflections were
observed to more than 800 ns. Thetwo systems proved complimentary for interpreting subsurface
information, enabling delineation of the upper and lower contact of thick massive ice bodies and geological
contacts such as glaciofluvial channels. In areas of thick glacial till, the signal penetration was more limited
and interpretation of data more difficult; however, continuous reflections to 500 ns were observed even
with till thicknesses of I O m.

Une serie d'essais sur le terrain ont ete realises avec de nouveaux georadars pour determiner leur utilite

a la cartographie de la glace dans lesol et de la geologie a faible profondeur dans le pergelisol continu. A
trois endroits pres de Tuktoyaktuk (T.N.-O.),on a effectue des leves sur 175kilometres lineaires au total.
Un radar modifie de la Geophysical Survey System Inc. fonctionnanta 100 MHz (pulseEKK0 I ) a servi a
produire des profilscontinus afaible profondew, et un radar numerique de 30 M H z (pulseEkko II) pour
effectuer des leves de suivi detailles.
La correlation des donnees radar avec les donnees de sondage geotechniques montre que les radars
utilises dans les leves ont ete tres utiles pour delimiter la glace massive et la geologie de subsurface dans
divers types de terrains. Dans les zones reposant sur des sediments fluvioglaciaires et recouvertes dune
mince couche de till, on a observe' des reflecteurs continus dans l'intervalle de I00 a 200 ns (temps de
parcours double) dans le cas du radar pulseEKK0 I et dans I'intervalle de 200 a 400 ns dans le cas du
radar pulseEKK0 II. Dans les zones ou la penetration du signal est ideale, on a observe des reflexions a
plus de800 ns. Les deuxsystemes s'averent complementaires pour interpreter les donnees de subsurface;
elles permettent de delimiter les contacts superieur et inferieur des massif.. de glace epais et les contacts
geologiques comme les chenaux fluvioglaciaires. Dans leszones de till epais, la penetration du signal a ete
plus limitee et I'interpretation des donnees plus difficile; cependant, des reflexions pouvant atteindre 500 ns
ont eteobservees meme lorsque le till mesurait IO m d'epaisseur.

2
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INTRODUCTION
In many permafrost areas the presence of massive ground ice
poses a significant geological hazard for development related
activitiessuchaspipeline
construction or extraction of
granular materials. Ground ice bodies vary substantially in
sediment content and ice petrology depending on their origin
and the extent of postdepositional deformation. Detailed
drilling studies and mapping of ground ice bodies truncated
by erosionhaveshownthatthey
may havecomplex
configurations with irregular upper andlowercontacts.
Because permafrost soils generally exhibit low electrical loss,
the ground penetrating radar is potentially a practical tool for
extendingboreholeinformationandestablishingthe
character of ground ice bodies and associated sediments.
This paper presents the results of a series of field trials
conducted to evaluate newly developed ground penetrating
radar systems formapping buried ground iceand near surface
geology in continuous permafrost. Fieldwork wascarried out
in the Tuktoyaktuk coastal area of the Canadian Beaufort Sea
(Fig. 1). The trials were conducted over a variety of terrains
and landform to establish the utility of the radar technology
at a field scale.

consideration in permafrost materials is related to changes
electricalpropertiesthat
occurattemperatures below
freezing. In general, frozen soils are more resistive tha
unfrozen materials, with the actual velocity of propagation c
an electromagnetic wavelet being effected substantially b
theunfrozenwatercontent(AnnanandDavis,
1975
Patterson and Smith, 1981) and ice content (Kovacs an
Morey, 1978, 1985). Thesepropertiesare
material a n ,
temperature dependant. Uncertainty in the velocity of wave
propagationthrough in situmaterialsrequires
careful
interpretation of radar data. Correlation with borehole data
and determinations of the velocity structure in the ground
with common depth point (CDP)soundings and wide angle
reflection and refraction (WARR) soundings are essential.
Two radar systems with different system sensitivities ana
frequencies were used in the study to map near surface soils
(Dallimore and Davis, 1987). The A-Cubed, pulseEKKO I
radar, operating at a frequency of 1 0 0 M H z , was used for high
resolution,continuous,nearsurfaceprofiling.This
extensivelymodifiedGeophysicalSurveySystem
Inc.

METHODOLOGY
Geological applications ofground penetrating radar have
been well documented in the literature and are described in
detail by otherscontributing to this volume. The radar
technique is based on the measurement of the two-way travel
time of a transmitted electromagnetic wavelet, which is
reflected from various surfaces within the ground. The main
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Figure 1. Location
Tuktoyaktuk.
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of

groundprobing

radar surveysnear

Figure 2. Involuted Hill test site showing location of radar
surveys.

(GSSI)radar was towed slowly (4-6km/h) on a toboggan
behind a snowmobile. The pulseEKK0Il radar was designed
and constructed by A-Cubed Inc.to operate at the lower
frequencyof 30 MHz, with similarresolutionto
the
PulseEKKO I system. The pulseEKK0II is a digital radar; it
is operated to maximum advantage in a step mode where the
signal to noise ratio is improved by averaging many traces at
one location before moving to the next position. A step
spacing of4 m was used for most of the surveys reported in
this paper.

Position (rn)
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FIELD WORK
In total, 12.5 km of pulseEKK0 I profiling and 5.0 km of
pulseEKK0 II profiling were conducted along transects at
two sites on Richards Island and one site near the village of
Tuktoyaktuk on Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Fig. 1). The sites
were chosen to test the radar equipment in winter field
conditions and to establish the performance of the radar in
differentgeologicalenvironments.Thefieldworkwas
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Figure 3. PulseEKKO II data along Involuted Hill diagonal
showing radar penetrationin areas of thin clay till cover.
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Figure 4. PulseEKKO II data along involutedHill main line showing radar penetration
in areas of thick clay
till cover.
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Ground penetrating radar studies carried out in the early
seventies showed that signal penetration was very limited
along the main transect where the clay till was more than a
few metres thick (Davis et al., 1976). For the most part deep
echoes(>100 ns) were only detected where the ice bodycame
close to the surface and acted as a transparent window for
transmission (Fig. 2). In these areas reflections were
detected to about 300 ns two-way travel time. These deep
reflectionswereinterpretedasdelineating
the contact
between the massive ice body and the sand.
The Involuted Hill site was revisited during the 1986field
work to compare the capabilities of the newer generation
radars withthose used previously. Soundings were run along
the old base line and along areas of thin till cover where
deeper reflections were detected during the early surveys.
The pulseEKKO I radar showed similar depth penetration but
substantially better resolution and less system noise than the
early GSSI radar used in the original survey. However, as
observed in theoriginal survey signal penetration was
restricted inthe areas of thick till cover along the main line.
The pulseEKKO II radar detected deep reflections at
nearly all locations where it was tested on the hill. In areas
where the massive ice extended close to the surface, reflectors
to 800nstwo-waytravel
time werefound where the
pulseEKKO I detected reflectors at a maximum of 400 ns
travel time (Fig. 3). These data are displayed with a negative
variable area shading and a time gain function applied with
depth. The depth scale, which isalso shown on thefigure, has
been estimated assuming a constant velocity of 0.14 m/ns.
Correlation with borehole data suggests that the reflections
shown in Figure 3 may represent the lower contact of the
massive ice. A deep reflector at 800 ns may representa lower
clay encountered in a deep borehole drilled along the main
line. The pulseEKK0 II was measured to have 40 dB greater
system performance than the pulseEKKO I.

In the less favourable terrain along the main transect,
reflections detected at 550 ns indicate that radar signals were
able to penetrate the thick clay till mantle. Figure 4 presents
the radar and drilling data along a 400 m long portion of the
main line. Correlation with the nine boreholes shown on the
figure indicate that the radar is able to delineate the bottom
of the till layer and the lower contact with the sand. The
multiple reflections near the lower contact of the massive ice
correlates with thin ice bands in the upper few metres of the
sand.

“YaYaLuke“
The radar surveys near “Ya Ya Lake” (Fig. 1) on Richards
Island were carried out over an ice-contact ridge composed
of glaciofluvial sand and gravel. High quality granular
resources in this area are rare. Extraction of gravel is often
limited by ground ice, which occurs either as lenses within
the gravel or as discrete bodies of ground ice at depth. This
studywascarriedout
in conjunction with a granular
investigation being conducted by Indian and Northern Affairs
(EBAEngineeringConsultants
Ltd., 1986)alongtwo
transects across the ridge (Fig. 5).
The results from thepulseEKK0 I and the pulseEKK0 II
surveys suggest that radar is
an ideal tool for investigating the
stratigraphy of coarse grained sediments. Penetration with the
pulseEKKO I was generally limited to the 100-200 ns range;
however, this radar was veryeffective in detecting both near
surface changes in geology and the
upper contact of a massive
ice body underlying a variable thickness of sand and gravel.
Although drilling on the ridge waslimited, it appears that the
pulseEKKO 1 detected channel features in the ice (Fig. 6 ) .
These channels may be associated with coarser glaciofluvial
sediments indicating that radar surveys maybeuseful in
detailed delineation of granular resources.
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Figure 7. PulseEKKO II data along main transect atYa Ya Lake.
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conducted by Rampton and Walcott (1974) suggesr
much of the west part of the line is underlain by up t
of massive ground ice.

The pulseEKK0 II data suggest that the stratigraphy of
the ridge is complex with numerous strong reflectors in the
200-450 ns range. Correlation with drill hole data suggest that
some of this layering represents bands of clay till within the
massive ice body that underlies the ridge (Fig. 7). Dallimore
and Wolfe (1988) discussed the origin of the ice associated
with the glaciofluvial deposit at YaYa Lake based on
stratigraphicand isotopic data. They suggested that the
ground ice ismostlikelyofglacialorigin.
If their
interpretation is correct the numerous reflectors within the ice
bodyprobably represent englacial andbasal debris bands
commonly found in active glacial ice.

"Lousy Point"
An 8 km long survey was conducted along a transect which
started on the east channel of Mackenzie River near "Lousy
Point" (Fig. 8). This transect is in the vicinity of the routes of
several overland pipelines, which have been proposed to
cross Richard's Island. The transect was chosen to cross a
variety of terrain types to test the versatility of the ground
penetrating radar systems in different surficial sediments.
The transect began on the modem flood plain of Mackenzie
River and then passed over an upland area underlain by
glaciofluvial outwash material. Low areas along the transect
are covered by variablethicknesses of glacial till and
lacustrine sediments. The west part of the line crossed an
upland area of glaciofluvial sediments. A gravity survey

Figure 8. Location of radar transects at Lousy Point.
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Figure 10. PulseEKKO data along west end of Low Point line.

Radaranddrillingdataconfirm
that many of the
highlandareasalongthetransectareunderlain
by
substantial amounts of massive ground ice (Fig. 9). At the
east end of thetransecta
20 m thick ice body occurs
beneath 9 m of stratified sand and silt. Radar
profiling
successfully delineated the morphology of the ice body;
the pulseEKK0 I wasmost useful for delineating the
upper
contact and the pulseEKKO I1 best delineated the lower
contact with a basal sand. Unlike the data
from Ya Ya
Lake, the pulseEKK0 I1 data suggested that the ice body
was relativelyclean with fewinternal reflectors being
observed (Fig. 9). This 'result may be partially due to a
different origin for the ice. Dallimore and Wolfe (1988)
have suggested a segregated origin for thisice body.
Interpretation of radar data along the remaining part of the
line isdifficultbecauseoflimiteddataforground
verification. In general the radar systems were found to
perform better in the upland areas where coarse sediments are
common and where massive ice was encountered at depth.
The utility of the radar systems in the low areas of lacustrine
sediments and glacial till cover was limited. More drill data
and further radar surveys would be required to fullyevaluate
their performance. The west portion of the radar transect, in

the vicinity of the gravity surveys by Rampton and Walcott
(1974). appears to also beunderlain by massive ice. The
nature of the radar data (Fig. 10) suggests that this ice is
perhaps more like theice at YaYa Lake with numerous
internal reflectors possibly representing till bands within the
ice.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The studies camed out to date indicate that the ground
penetratingradartechnique
is extremelyvaluablefor
detecting massive ground ice and mapping near-surface
geology. The radar method isespecially useful for correlating
between boreholes or for determining the suitable drilling
locations.RepeatsurveyscarriedoutatInvoluted
Hill
indicate that advances in digital radar technology and in
systemperformancehavesubstantially
improved depth
penetration and resolution when compared to earlier radar
system used in the mid-seventies. The successful completion
of more than 17.5 km ofrigorous field trials also demonstrates
that the instruments are sufficiently robust and durable for
extensive surveys such as might be conducted along the
routes of proposed pipelines or highways.
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The two radar systems used for the surveys described in
thispaper werefoundtobecomplimentaryforfield
operations and interpretation of subsurface reflectors. The
general pattern for operation used during the survey was to
conduct a rapid survey of the entire transect with a 100 MHz
continuous profiling radar (pulseEKK0 1). This enabled a
rapid assessment of the type of terrain expected along the
survey line. At Lousy Point, for instance, the 8 km line was
surveyed in about 6 h. These data were then reviewed to
provideanoverview
of near-surfacegeologyand
the
expected radar performance. Areas of particular interest were
then chosen for detailed study and were resurveyed with the
digital radar operating at a lower frequency of 30 MHz
(pulseEKK0 II). This survey proved to be the most valuable
for delineating deeper ground ice bodies; however, in most
instances it was necessary to review the pulseEKKO I data to
improve the interpretation in the upper 10 m.
Correlation of radar data with borehole data and velocity
soundings indicates that the velocity of prorogation of radar
signals wasin the rangeof 0.15-0.12 m/ns. In fact for practical
purposes an assumed velocity of 0.14 m/ns was considered
adequate for nearly all surficial materials. This was true for
instance,at Involuted Hill, where over
10m of clay till is present
along the main line. The main reason for this relatively high
velocity is most likely the extremelycold ground temperatures
present in this region during March and April. Temperature
records show that ground temperaturesin the upper 10 m may
vary from -7’ to -18’C. It shouldbe noted that depth penetration
other
may be substantially reducedif surveys are conducted at
times of the year when a thawed layer may be present at the
surface or ground temperaturesare warmer.
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Abstract
Ground penetrating radar is a technique that offers the capability of high resolution mapping of soil
and rock conditions. The need for a better understanding of overburden conditions for activities such as
geochemicalsampling, geotechnical investigations, and placerexploration, as wellas the factors
controlling groundwater flow has increased demand for techniques that can image the subsurface with
higher resolution than previously possible.
The basic principles and practices involved in acquiring high quality radar data in the field are
illustrated by selected case histories. One case history demonstrates how radar has mapped thebedrock to
depths of 20 m and to delineate structure within overburden. Another example shows how the radar has
been used to map not only bedrock under a lake but also changes of rock type to adepth of 50 m. Twocase
histories demonstrate how radar has been used to map fractures and changes of rock type to 40 m depth
from inside mines. With the new instruments and field methods, the routine use of radar is becoming
economically viable and the method will see greater use in the future.

Resume
Le georadar permet d'etablir des cartes a haute resolution figurant les conditions du sol et des roches.
La necessite de mieux comprendre les conditions propres aux terrains de couverture dans le cadre de

certaines activites comme I'echantillonnage geochimique, les analyses geotechniques et I'exploration des
placers ainsi que l'etude des facteurs regissant l'eoulement de l'eau souterraine, a fait accroitre la
demande pour des techniques permettant de representer graphiquement les couches profondes a une
resolution plus grande qu'auparavant.
I

i

Les principes et usages de base mis en oeuvre pour acquerir des donnees radar de haute qualite sur le
terrain sont illustres par des caschoisis. Un cas sert a presenter la facon dont a ete cartographike le socle
jusqu'a des profondeurs de 20
m et comment la structure dans leterrain de couverture a etedilimitee. Un
autre exemple illustre comment le radar a ete utilise pour cartographier non seulement le socle sous un
lac, mais egalement les changements de type de roche jusqu'a une profondeur de 50 m. Deux autres cas
sont donnes pour montrer comment le radar a servi a cartographier les fractureset les changements de
lithologie jusqu'a une profondeur de 40 m a partir de l'inttrieur de
certaines mines. Avec I'apparition de
nouveaux instruments et l'elaboration de nouvelles methodes de terrain, I'utilisation courante du radar est
en passe de devenir economiquement viable et ne fera que croitre dans I'avnenir.

2

Sensors & Software Inc., 5566 Tomken Road, Mississauga, Ontario LAW 1P4
Formerly A-Cubed Inc.,5566 Tomken Road, Mississauga, Ont. LAW 1P4,now at Canpolar Inc., 265 Rimrock Road,
Toronto, Ont.M3J 3C6
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EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION
Applications for the use of ground penetrating radar (GPR)
areabundant.Theyinclude
mineralandgroundwater
exploration, geotechnical and archaeological investigations,
aswellasrockmechanicsandminedevelopment
requirements. Somespecificexamples
include mapping
bedrock depth, changes of rocktype, fractures in bedrock, soil
strata, and the water table in coarse grained soils.

Recent developments in GPR technology have increase
th
ability of thetechnique to soundtogreater
geological materials. The newer radar systems, such
pulseEKKO III (Annan and Davis, 1992) that we u
these case histories (Fig. 1). use state-of-the-art c
technology thatallows use of sophisticated digital proceeding
techniques. New instrumentation is portable and easy
in the field and lends itself well to surveys in difficult
The size and depthof features that can
be detected with GPR
conditions. The radar unit(Fig. 1) digitizes the rec
are dictated by the GPRoperating frequency andthe geological
signal in thereceiverattheantenna.
The signal
setting. GPR operating at 500-1000MHzhave detected fractures transferred by use of fibre optic cables, which greatly r e c
of a few millimetres thick at ranges of several metres. GPR
"noise". The digital signal is transferred to the console Y
systems operating at25-50 MHz can soundto depths inexcess
it is formatted for display on a graphics liquid crystal di:
of 50 m in soils with low conductivity(less than 1 ms/m) such
(LCD) and stored on digital magnetic tape. The digital
as sand, gravel, and rock,and in fresh water.
are transferred to a desk top computer for processing

Figure 1. PulseEl KO 111 radar
100 MHz antenna.
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Figure 2. Radar record showingthe bedrock topography undera fine sand overburden.
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displayin hard Copy. Digital signal processing techniques
employed in the seismic industry are usedto
produce a high quality data display.

CASEHISTORIES

i

Five case
histones
are summarized to show how ground
penetrating radar can be used to obtain detailed information
ofthe bedrock topography, soil stratigraphy in the overburden
even under a lake,andtheextent
of a contaminated
groundwater plume. Two of the examples demonstrate that
the GPR can detect and map features in the rock such as
fractures and changes of geology from inside mines.

Soil stratigraphy and bedrock mapping
Fisure 2 is a GPR record obtained using 100 M H z centre
frequency antennas at 2 m station intervals on the surface at a
site in eastern Ontario. The geological setting consists of water
saturated fine sand over a granodiorite bedrock. The bedrock
depth varies from 5 to 20 m along this 400 m profile. The
surfacetopographywassurveyed,and
the datawere
compensated for the topographic variations along the survey
line. Two boreholes nearbythe survey line show that the radar
data agree closely with bedrock depth on the borehole logs.
Figure 3 shows the same profile as Figure 2 but with a
time varying gain applied. The weak reflections are caused
by thin silt and clay layers as well as erosional unconformities
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Figure 3. Same profile as Figure2 but with additional gain applied. Reflections in the overburden are
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silt and clay layers in the sand.
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Figure4. 13 MHz antennas in use on
icecovered lake.
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in the fine sand and overburden of eolian and fluvial origin.
Because the data arein a form amenable to a wide variety of
digital enhancementprocessing techniques, many other data
presentations arepossible.

lake water out of a planned open pit mine. The survey was
carriedout in the winter and the radar soundings were
acquired from the ice covered lake surface (Fig. 4). A low
operating frequency (1 2.5 MHz) was selectedto minimize the

Hydrogeologists have been studying the groundwater
flow in this area formany years.A detailed knowledge of the
bedrock topography and the soilstrata are essential inputs for
their groundwater flow model to predict the migration of
contaminants. Theradar has become an efficient method of
extendingtheboreholeinformationfordetailed
investigations in the area.
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Bedrock mapping under a lake
In many instances knowledge of the bedrock topography
under shallow lakes and rivers is required. Construction of
dams, placer exploration, and mine engineering of crown
pillarsaretypicalexamples.
In this example,bedrock
topographicreliefunderalake
had to be evaluatedto
determine the optimum location for a cofferdam to keep the
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attenuation in the clayey muck at the bottom of the lakeand
to reduce scattering from small scale
subbottom stratigraphy
(Davis et al., 1985).
Radar data obtained at 2 m station intervalsalong a survey
line extending 150 m from shore are presented in Figure 5.
The datahave been compensated for the surface
topography
on shore. There is good correlation withthree boreholes
drilled near the radar survey line. We have interpreted the
section (Fig. 6) using radar signal velocities
of 0.1 m/ns in the
overburden, 0.12 m/ns in the bedrock, 0.033 m/ns in water,
and 0.05 m/ns in the gyttja.

A 2 kmby 15 m grid was surveyed at this site and a
bedrock knob under the lake definedby the radar data is to
provide a base for the proposed dam.

Fracture detection in igneous bedrock
The radar can be used in tunnels to detect and map features
such as changes in geology, fractures,and voids around the
tunnels. The radarrecord (Fig. 7) was obtained in a tunnel in
a granite pluton located in southeastern Manitoba. Figure 8
shows a geologicalsection along the radar survey line.
The radar datacorrelate wellwiththe
logs fromthe
borehole drilled at position 18 m. A reflection is obtained
from a dry fracture zone about 0.5 m thick and 12 m below
the floor.A water bearing fracture zone occurs at 22 m depth
and a reflection is also detected from this zone.A pegmatite
dyke intersects the adit dipping at about 45 degrees. The
reflection from the dyke showsup on the datavery clearly.
This examplegives a good indication of the sensitivity of
the radar to geological features in hard rock environments.
Reflections from fractures at 50 m range-Wave been routinely
mapped by GPR in granitic rock. Further examples of data
from this site arepresented by Holloway (1992).

Geological mapping in sedimentaryrock
The thickness of salt above mining level in potash min
an important in controlling mining operations (Annan e
1988). In Saskatchewan potash mines, thisinformati0
used to design the minefor maximum safe extraction of
potash in the salt which creeps and to assure that water
notenter the mine from theoverlyingsaturated
ro8
Figure 9 shows the geological section from a potash min
southwest Saskatchewan beside the radar section obbj
from inside the mineat the same location.
The reflections on the radar data correlate well with
known geology. A halite rich zone immediately above
entry generates a reflection at most masked by the transr
pulse. A sylvite rich zone about 1 m thick, called the Wh
Bear, is located at 16 m. A further halite rich zone at a ran
of 22 m extends up to the Red Bed shales at 24 m above t
entry. The radar data also show a reflection that correlat
with the contact with the Dawson Baylimestones at aran;
of 35 m. Reflections from within theDawson Bay formatic
are probably from the bedding planes in the limestone.
The GPR data mapped all the
major stratigraphichorizor
at the site and defined small scale variations that
could not b
mapped in any other manner. Mapping of the distanceto th
Red Beds above the mininghorizon is important to the min
engineers because of the ever present concern about drillin;
into a waterbearing formation. The radar also offers th~
potential of detecting anomalies such as brine pickets anc
solution collapse featuresprior to mining operations.

Leachate detection andmapping
Fresh,cleangroundwaterisbecoming
an increasingly
valuable resource worldwide. In some areas careless
disposal
of wastes has greatly decreased the supply of potable water.
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Figure 11. Radar record alongthe line shown on Figure10. The area below the 10 mdrn line is interpreted
to be in the contaminant plume.
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Hydrogeologists frequently require methods to map the soil
stratigraphy at waste disposal sites to assist in defining the
extent of contamination emanating from the sites.

- Radar can be used to map overburden thickness, soil

Figure 10 presents a schematic plan of a landfill site.
Figure 11 presents the radar data along the survey line
(Fig. 10), whichisorientedorthogonaltothegeneral
groundwaterflow direction. The soil is a fine sand of eolian
and fluvial origins. The bedrock is about 20 m deep along
mostof this survey line but is only detected between stations
150-200 m. Most of the reflections on the data are from
variations of grain size and density in the overburden. The
zones where the radar reflections are weak or absent indicate
the presence of contaminated leachate, which increases the
electrical conductivity of the groundwater and strongly
attenuates the radar signals.

- Radarprovides

The electrical conductivities of the groundwater have
been measured at a number
of boreholesalong the survey line.
The solid black line (Fig. 11) indicates the position below
which the conductivity of the pore water is greater than
10 ms/m. Knowing that the soil type remains essentially the
same alongtheline,theradardataindicatethatthe
contaminant plume comes near the surface between 40 and
60 m as shown by the borehole data; it also extends between
110 and 150 m along the radar survey line at a depth of 6 m
below the exiting surface. This type of information permits
us to monitor the migration of contaminants in coarse grained
soils. Radar data such as these are extremely useful for
planning where to place monitoring wells around a waste
impoundment site.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented data from case histones representing a
wide variety of geological settings and problems, from which
we conclude thefollowing:

- Radar can be used in a wide range ofenvironments either
on the surface or in mines.

- Radar technique provides high resolution soundings to a

stratigraphy, changes of geology, fractures in bedrock,
and leachate plumes in soils.
apowerfulmeansfordeveloping
geological sections and tracing continuity in geological
unit defined by limited borehole information.

As with any geophysical method, the GPR method is only
effective in geologicalenvironmentswhereelectrical
conductivityislow.Thebestenvironmentsexhibit
conductivities less than 1 ms/m.
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Application of ground penetrating radarto a study of
peat stratigraphy: preliminary results
D.C. Nobes1 and B.G. Warner2

Abstract
Previous studies on the utility of ground penetrating radar (GPR) forpeat inventories have met with
mixed results. In our current study
of the correlation of stratigraphy and physical propertiesof peat with
Ellice Swamp, near Stratford, Ontario. Asuite of 17 cores were
the GPR response, thefirst site selected was
obtained at a spacing of about 100 m. Each core was analyzed for stratigraphy, wet bulk density, water
content, organic matter
content, and humification at 10 cmintervals. Cross-sections compiledfor each of
these parameters were compared with the GPR profile, The GPR datawere taken at 1 m intervals across
of the GPR data reveal someimportant insights
the same transect in Ellice Swamp. Preliminary processing
on the utility of GPR in peatland inventories. The base of the peat yields a strong, clear reflection event.
The character of the event is simpler where limnic peatand gyttja are lackingabove the basal silty clay.
Where limnic peat
and gyttja are present, the event is more complex. The surface aerobic
zone has a number
of small events that are obscured in some places by the multiples from the thin snow and ice cover. The
GPR response shows marked
a
transition between the surface aerobicand the underlying anaerobic zones.
The anaerobic peat layers contain relatively few internal reflectors and appear to be relatively
homogeneous and transparentto GPR.

Resume
Les etudes anterieures portantsur L’utilite du georadar pour inventorier les tourbieres ont donne des
resultats partages. Dans la prkesente etude de la correlation de la stratigraphie et des proprietes physiques
de latourbe avecla reponse du georadar, le premier endroitchoisi a ete le markcage
Ellice, pres de Strarford
(Ontario). On
a preleveune serie de 17 carottes selon
un espacementd'environ 100m. Dans chaquecarotte,
on aanalyse' la stratigraphie, la massevolumique apparente humide,
la teneur en eau,
la teneur en matieres
organiques et ['humidification a des intervalles de 10 cm. Les coupes compile'es pour chacun de ces
parametres ont ete comparees profil
au etabli par georadar. Les donnees georadaront ete recueillies a des
intervalles de 1 m le long dumeme transect traversant le markcage Ellice. Le traitement preliminaire des
donnees georadar donnent quelques indices importants sur l'utilite du georadar pour inventorier les
tourbieres. La base de la tourbe produit une
reflexion forte et nette. Cette reflexion est plus simple lorsque
I'argile silteuse basale n'est pasrecouverte de tourbelacustre ni degyttja. Lorsque la tourbe lacustre et le
gyttja sont presents, l’ evenement est plus complexe.LA zone aerobie en surface donneun certain nombre
de petits evenements qui sont obscurcis par endroits par les multiples que produit une mince couche de
neige et de glace. Lareponse du georadar indique une transition marquee entre les zones aerobies
superficielles et anaerobies souterraines. Les couches de tourbe anaerobies contiennent relativement peu
de reflecteurs internes et elles semblent etre relativement homogeneset transparentes aux signaux emis
par
le georadar.

Department of Geology, Universityof Canterbury, PrivateBag 4800. Christchurch, New Zealand. Formerly at the
Department of Earth Sciences, Universityof Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont.
2 Department of Geography and Quaternary Science Institute, University
of Waterloo, Waterloo, OntarioN2L 3G1
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INTRODUCTION
peatlands,common in northernlatitudes,constitute
a
potentially important economic resource. Canada hasthe
second largest peat reserves in the world (Zoltai andPollett,
1983). Ontario alone ranks third, with an estimated 26 million
hectares of peatlands (Korpijaakko, 1981). Peat inventories
are normally conducted by extensive mapping and coring
programs that are time consuming. A simple and relatively
fast method for mapping peat stratigraphy and estimating peat
volumes would aid in peat inventories. We have begun a
systematic study to test the utility of ground penetrating radar
(GPR) in mapping the arealand stratigraphic extent of
peatlands, with the goal of establishing GPR as a simple and
effective tool for peat inventories.

i

I

Previous studies on the correlation of the GPR response
and the peat physical properties have beeninconclusive.
Somestudiesfound
a strong correlationbetween the
permittivity (the dielectric coefficient) and the volume and
energy content of the peat (Tolonen et al., 1982; Tiuri et al.,
1983, 1984). On the other hand, Ulriksen (1982) found no
correlation between the permittivity and the energy content.
All researchers noted a correlation with bulk density, which
is strongly dependent on the water content. Because GPR
responds to changes in the permittivity, then the peat
properties could, in principle, be mapped using GPR.
The purpose of our study was to conduct an intensive field
program to compare the GPR response with the results of
detailed physical analyses of peat cores. Work on the raw
GPR field data study is not yet complete, but preliminary
results are most encouraging. The GPR section accurately
reflects peat stratigraphy, in particular the transition fromthe
surface aerobic to the underlying anaerobic zone; also the
basal peat-mineral transition is readily apparent. Further
analysis is required, and this work will be extended to other
sites and peatland types in the future.

SITE DESCRIPTION AND STUDY
METHODOLOGY
The first site selected for the study was Ellice Swamp, near
Stratford in southern Ontario (Fig. 1). The bog has developed
on the eastern flank of Milverton Moraine (Karrow, 1971).
Shortly after deglaciation, drainage was impeded, whichled
to local ponding during which lacustrine silts and clay were
deposited. Silty gyttja, gyttja, and limnic peat represent
open-water deposits prior to onset of peatland development.
Moss peat with abundant Scorpidium scorpioides and sedge
remains form the main body of the peat. Overlyingthis peat,
a distinctnearsurfacelayer
is represented by a well
decomposed, amorphous, black detrital peat with abundant
wood. Finally, modem Sphagnum peat forms a thin layer
about 30-50 cm thick at the surface with black spruce and
tamarack cover.
The bog is situated on a height of land between the north
branches of the Thames and Nith Rivers. Black Creek flows
through the bog and drains northward to Nith River. Two
artificial drainage ditches form the present western and

eastern boundaries of the bog. The vegetation of the modem
bog reflects disturbance by artificial drainage, frequent fires,
peat mining activities, recreational sports trails, and red pine
plantations. A Canadian National Rail line runs northwards
through the bog.
The core and GPR profiles were taken along a cutline
running northwest through Ellice Swamp (Fig. 2). The GPR
profiles were obtained using the A-Cubed (now Sensors and
Software) pulseEKK0 III with a nominal signal frequency of
100 kHz. Cores were taken at 100 m intervals; additional
cores were taken concurrently with the GPR profile. The
stratigraphy of each of the 17 peat cores was recorded.
Subsamples, taken every 10 cm along each core were
analyzed for wetbulk density, water content, degree of
humification, and organic matter content. Cross-sections
were compiled for each physical parameter.
The GPR data were gathered at 1 m intervals across the
bog, using a common offset technique. The GPR transmitter
andreceiverantennaeweremaintainedat
a constant
separation of 40 cm, as the system was stepped across the
bog. To date, preliminary filtering of the raw radar records
has removed some of the response caused by the snow and
ice that covered the bog at the time of the GPR survey. The
20-30 cm thick ice layer caused the GPR signal to reflect
numerous times within the ice layer, giving rise to a number
of multiples. These multiples appear as banded “events”
across the GPR section, which at times obscure the reflected
arrivals fromthepeat.
An overallGPRsection
was
constructed by averaging five GPR records to yield an
average record every 5 m for the length of the bog. The net
presentation thus consists of almost 300 records, rather than
almost 1500 raw GPR records. This leads to some loss of
detail, but thenoise is reducedby averaging adjacent records.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The cross-sections for water content, humification, organic
mattercontent,andwetbulkdensityareshown
in
Figures 3A-D. Somecorrelationexistsbetweenthe
individual parameters, especially humification and organic
matter content, and bulk density and stratigraphy (Fig. 4A).
The most direct correlation between the preliminary GPR
section and the peat properties can be made with the peat
stratigraphy and the peat bulk density. The GPR appears to
be responding primarily to density changes associated with
stratigraphic variations. The GPR section and stratigraphy are
shownfor comparison in Figures 4A, B. A number of
important features can be identified.
The basal silty clay gives rise to a strong clear reflective
event on the GPR profile (event “A”). The silty clay is
commonly overlain by a thin layer of limnic detritus, limnic
peat and gyttja. Where the layer of detritus is present, the
reflection from the basal cIayis more complex (event “B”);
where the detritus is absent, the basalreflection is simpler in
character (event “C”). Finally, the transition from the
aerobic to the anaerobic zone is welldelineated (event “D”).
The aerobic zone contains a number of small events. The
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Figure 4. Comparison of the stratigraphy (A) and the GPR response (B)along the Ellice Swamp cutline.
The majorfeatures are event “a”, the transition from the peat to the underlying silty clay; event “b”, the
more complex reflection which occurs where limnic peat and gyttja are present; event “c”, the simpler
event where the limnic detritus is absent; and event “d”, the transition from the surface aerobic to the
underlying anaerobic zone.

underlyinganaerobiczoneappearstoberelatively
transparent to GPR signals, and we do not note any events
within the anaerobic zone.

CONCLUSIONS
This study represents one of the first serious attempts to
compare the physical properties of the peat with the GPR
response by compiling cross-sections for each parameter for
a single site in southern Ontario. We believe that it would be
premature to speculate on wide-ranging applications of the
technique. Our tests to date demonstrate great promise for
GPR as a tool in assessing both the spatial and verticalextent
of peat.However, the real applicability ofGPR in peat
inventories must await further testing in a much larger suite
of peatland types throughout Ontario.
Peatlandsarecomplexecosystems
that vary stratigraphically and areally. Peat has numerous characteristics
that depend upon the botanical composition and state of
decomposition. These factors in turn can control a variety of
other peat parameters. Hence, we cannot assume that GPR
will be a viable tool in all peatland types, because a whole
spectrum of peat-formingsystemsexistthatdiffer
topographically,hydrologically,andmorphologically.
However, the real applicability of GPR in peat inventories
has been addressed by additional testing both in Ellice
Swamp (Warner et al., 1990)and elsewhere (Theimer, 1990).
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Ground probing radar in the investigation of
permafrost and subsurface characteristics of surficial
deposits in Kangiqsualujjuaq, northern Quebec
J.A. Pilon', M. Allard2, andM.K. Seguin2
Pilon, J.A., Allard, M.,and Seguin, M.K., 1992: Ground probing radar in the investigation ofpermafrost
and subsurface characteristics of surficial deposits in Kangiqsualujjuaq, northern Quebec; Ground
penetrating radar, ed.J . Pilon; Geological Survey of Canada, Paper 90-4, p . 165-175.

Abstract
Four geomorphological units were probed with ground penetrating radar (GPR) to investigate the
internal structure and composition of surficial deposits near Kangiqsualujjuaq on the east coast of Ungava
Bay. The results obtained in the field havefurnishedinformation on the active layer, details of the internal
stratigraphy, as well as the location of the base of ice-bearing permafrost. These results illustrate that GPR
is auseful geophysical tool for the study of surficial deposits in areas of permafrost.

Quatre unite's geomorphologiques ont ete sondees a l'aide d'un georadar pour en etudier la structure
interne et la composition des depots de surface pres de Kangiqsualujjuaq sur la cote est de la baie d' Ungava.
Les resultats obtenus sur le terrain ont donne' des renseignements sur le mollisol et des details sur la
stratigraphie interne et laprofondeur de la base du pergelisol contenant de la glace. Ces resultats illustrent
le faitque le georadar constitue un outil geophysique utile a l'etude des depots de surface dans les zones
pergelisolees.

INTRODUCTION
In the Canadian Arctic, detailed studies of permafrost and
structure of surficial deposits are limited by the lack of both
cores from boreholes and natural sections. In the last decade
geophysicalmethodshaveincreasingly
beenused to
investigate surficial deposits (Seguin and Allard, 1987; Scott
et al., 1978). Recently, the availability of a high power,
multifrequency, digital ground probing radar (GPR) system
totheGeologicalSurvey
of Canadahassignificantly
increased our ability to profile and investigate the internal
makeup of surficial deposits (LaFleche et al., 1987). In this
paper we present the results of four GPR surveys conducted
over different Quaternary substrates during the summer of
1986 in Kangiqsualujjuaq on the east coast of Ungava Bay in

northern Quebec. At thislocation, staff of the Centre d'Etudes
Nordiques of Universite Laval have conducted detailed
studies of permafrost since 1984 (Allard and Seguin, 1987;
Fournier et al., 1987; Gahe et al., 1987; Seguin and Allard,
1987). Through these activities, a variety of Quaternary
geologicaldepositshavebeeninstrumentedwith
multithennistor cables to study permafrost characteristics
and investigated by vaned geophysical methods comprising
electrical resistivity, induced polarization, self-potential and
electromagnetic surveys (Gahe et al., 1987). In addition, both
natural and artificial sections through the deposits are also
available; the Kangiqsualujjuaq region thus constituted an
ideal test site for the GPRbecause of the substantial body of
knowledge available to help with the interpretation of the
radar survey results.

KIA OE8
Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada,
Universite Laval, Centre d'Etudes Nordiques, Quebec, Canada,
G 1K 7P4
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REGIONAL SETTING
The Kangiqsualujjuaq region (Fig. 1) is situated on the
treeline; black spruce and tamarac occur in sheltered valleys
south and up to 40 km northeast of the village.The regional
treeline appears to be maintained a few kilometres inland
because of the climatic influence of Ungava Bay (Payette,
1983). The climate of the region is characterized by low daily
thermalamplitude in summerandlargedailythermal
amplitude in winter with the frost season carrying well into
June (Theriault, 1983). The average annual temperature is
estimated at -5.3’C; that of January at -22°C and thatof July

at 9°C (Fournier et al., 1987). The annual total precipitation
is estimated to be between 350 and 400 mm, of which 40-45%
occurs as snow (Wilson, 1971). Prevailing winds measured
attheCentred’EtudesNordiquesweatherstation
in
Kangiqsualujjuaq are predominantly west-southwest.
The surficial materials are influenced by the history of
glacial, periglacial, and marine events and comprise the
following major classes: (1) bedrock, usually exposed on
moderate to steep slopes below marine limit at about 100 m
above mean sea level (asl); (2) till, mantling plateaus and
slopes, where it has been subject to modification by
solifluction or wave washing, or both; (3) sands and gravels
of glaciofluvial and deltaic origin; (4) silty clays of marine
origin on valley floors below 100 m asl; (5) sands and gravels
forming raised beaches; (6) organic deposits forming peat
plateaus, palsas, and peat hummocks; (7) intertidal mud flats
strewn with boulders.

Figure 3. Photograph of a section at site 1 showing thick,
bouldery till overlainby 1 m offluvialsands,abovean
unconformity; the radar profile
was made on
top of this terrace.
Figure 1. Sitelocation

of Kangiqsualujjuaq,northern

Quebec.

Table 1. Typical dielectric constant, electrical conductivity,
velocity and attenuation observedin common geologic
material (f 100 MHz) (after Annan, 1983)

-

Saturated Sand

Figure 2. The pulse EKKOIII ground probing radar system, on
the marine terracein Kangiqsualujjuaq. The system consists
of
transmitter and receiver antenna packages aand
central control
unit. The various units are connected
by fibre optic cables.
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Ground probing radar is a relatively new geophysical tool.
The first commercial model became available in the mid
1970s. GPR operates on the same principle as conventional
radars in that a short pulse of electromagnetic energy is
emitted by a transmitterantenna,reflects off a distant
electrical boundary, and the reflection is picked up by a
receiver antenna. The time taken for the pulse to travel from
_" Unit3: 15 m of sandy tillwith
the
transmitter to the receiver antenna via the reflector is
18
discontinuous lensesof sand 8-15 crn
-"19 . . . thick
each
with scattered
boulders.
measured @avis and Annan, 1989), and the distance to a
reflector can be calculated when the propagation speed of the
pulse in the material is known. The propagation velocity can
be measured in situ by conducting a common midpoint
(CMP) or a wide angle reflection and refraction survey. In
air, the pulse travels at the speed of light (0.3 m/ns). In the
subsurface, the pulse travels slower dependent uponthe
electrical properties of the material traversed. Table 1
presents typical dielectric constants, electrical conductivities,
Figure 4. Stratigraphy at site1, a fluvial terrace cut in a thick,
velocities of propagation, and attenuation factors observed in
bouldery till deposit as measured in the cliff face.
common geological materials for a frequency of 100 MHz.
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Reflectors detected with a GPR system are caused by
dielectric contrast in the subsurface materials. Common
causesofsubsurfacereflectionsare
material interfaces
(overburden-rock, sand-clay, and so on), water table limits,
boundaries between frozen and unfrozen water, and ice
lenses. A large dielectric contrast exists between water and
most geological materials (Table 1).As such, the presence or
absence of water controls to a large degree the subsurface
propagation characteristics of the radar pulse (see contrast
between dry and freshwater saturated sand; Table 1). Thus

the ability of a material to retain water within its pore space
is an importantfactor in the determination of its bulk
electrical properties. The depth to which a radar pulse will
effectivelypenetratedepends
on theelectromagnetic
absorption characteristics of thesubsurface (see Table 1).The
pulseEKKO III system used in this study (Fig. 2) is a fully
digital,groundprobingradarsystemwith
asystem
performance of 150 dB, which incorporates signal stacking
and digital data processing (LaFleche et al., 1987).

Figure 7.
Photographicview of thelarge
borrow pit 200 m southeast of the
2 in
radarsurveylineatsite
Kangiqsualujjuaq;steeplydipping
gravelbedscan
be seen in the
centre of the picture.
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CMP survey obtainedon the marine
terrace to determine the ground
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Figure 11.

Permafrostmounds in clay-silt
near the shoreline; nlear ground
is the surface of site 3A. (Arrow
points atsite 3B.)
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A faint irregular reflector around 350 ns (about 21 m) is
tentatively interpreted as the permafrost base. The latter
of an induced
comparesfavourablywiththeresults
polarization survey carried out on the same line (Gahe, 1988).
Large boulders of 2-4 m in diameter, as observed in the
geological section, are apparent in the profile at depth as point
reflectors shadowing what lies underneath (Fig. 5A, B).

SITE INVESTIGATIONS
The Kangiqsualujjuaq site 1 is a fluvial terrace cut in a thick,
bouldery till deposit (Fig. 3). The stratigraphy is well known
from the numerous sections along George River (Fig. 4).The
contact between units 1 and 2 is sharp with a boulder lag,
whereas the contact between units 2 and 3 is gradual and
diffuse.The GPR survey at site 1 was conductedat a
frequency of 100 MHz, along a 121 m transect parallel to the
cliff face some 25-30 m inland. A CMP survey carried out at
of
thissite yielded a groundwavepropagationspeed
12 cm/ns.

Site 2 is a sandy marine terrace at about 20 m
composed of glaciofluvial deposits. A 50 m wide section in
a large and deep borrow pit 200 m southeast of the transect
line lies parallel to the survey axis and contains an erosional
contact between wavereworkedsandandgravel,and
truncated glaciofluvial structures near the surface. The radar
surveyresultsdiscussedherearethoseobtainedat
a
frequency of 100 MHz along a 185 m traverse using a 2 m
antenna separation and an interval between survey points of
1 m (Fig. 6). The borrow pit allows some direct observation
of the geological setting (Fig. 7). Beginning at 38 m along the
transect, the axis of the radar survey follows a conspicuous
beach ridge, which can beclearly seen in Figure 6.

As can be seen on the radar profile (Fig. 5A) and its
summaryinterpretationdiagram
(Fig. 5B), thecontact
between units 1 and 2 appears at about 30 ns (+1.5 m) and can
be traced for the full length of the transect (Fig. 5A, B). At
the time of survey, in August, the initial radar reflector
corresponds roughly to the thaw depth. In part of the radar
profile, however, between points 30, 45, 50, and 92, a
separation indicates divergence of the stratigraphic and
thermal contacts. At a depth of about 80 ns (+5m) an
undulating and irregular reflector most likely indicates an ice
rich zone in the upper permafrost layer. Between survey
points 75 and 120 the diffuse contact between the upper finer
till and the lower sandier till is visible at about 200 ns (+12 m).

Figure 8 shows an enlargement of the first 200 ns of radar
data along this transect. Figure 9 is a CMP survey along this
profile indicating that the ground wave propagation speed in
this material is 12 cm/ns. Bedrock topography beneath the
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surficial deposits is irregular and is typical of the stoss and
lee topography found in this region as a result of glacial
sculpturing. Using the propagation speeds obtained from the
CMP survey, Figure 10 shows the interpretation sketch of the
results. Between stations 15 and 60, we calculate that bedrock
lies on the average beneath 19 m of surficial deposits and
60 and90. The
reaches 24 mbetweensurveypoints
attenuation around 100 ns observed between stations 0 and
15 is caused by aclayeysubstrate,
which masks the
underlying material. Elsewhere (90-185 m) along the transect
thecause of attenuationbeneaththecoarsestratified

sediments is uncertain. It could be afinesedimentof
unexplainedorigin, or salinegroundwaterunder
the
permafrost. The bulk of the unconsolidated deposits consists
of stratified glaciofluvial gravelly material and postglacial
marine sands and silts with ice rafted boulders. There is a
dome-likestructure within the glaciofluvial gravel beds
interpreted as a buried esker (Fig. 6, 8). The near surface
erosional unconformity, created by wavewashing during
emergence (Fig. 8, 10), occurs between 1.5 and 3 m below
thesurface.Reworkedmarinesedimentsabove
the
unconformity comprise coarse sand and fine gravel.
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The first reflector beneath the surface is the thaw front
varying in depth between 1.5 and 2 m(+50 ns), as confirmed
by two thermistor cables along the transect (Bouchard, 1988).
An important reflector zone at about 100 ns on (Fig. 6, 8) is
interpreted as an ice rich zone corresponding with the coldest
permafrost layer observed at about 6 m. An undulating but
continuous reflector, which occurs between 200 and 260 ns
(12.5 to 15.5 m), cuts stratigraphy and is interpreted to mark
the baseof permafrost that has been measuredwith electrical
resistivity and induced polarization methods (Seguin and
Allard, 1987) to be at about the same depth.
Site3 consists oftwo permafrost mounds in marine
clay-silt close to the shoreline (Fig. 11): 3A is 2- 10m asl and
3B is less than 5 m asl. Figures 12A and 13A show radar
profilescollected on these frost mounds. Theclay-silt
material is 13-28 m thick as observed in boreholes (Allard et
al., 1988). The permafrost thickness, as measured with
thermistor cables in the boreholes, is 15 m at site 3A and 9 m
at site 3B, which is adjacent to the shoreline. The radar
profiles show that radar returns were obtained from the ice
rich layers in the upper 3-4 m of the permafrost. Below the
ice rich zones, the signal fades away in the saline cryotic
clays, as expected from the attenuation coefficients for these
materials given in Table 1. Figures 12B and 13B show the
interpretation of these two profiles.
Site 4 is a peat plateau located near
a lake at 36 m above sea
level (Fig. 14). The radar transect, which has been previously
used for other geophysical surveys (Gahe and Seguin, 1985;
Gahe et al., 1987; Gahe, 1988) cuts acrossan uneven section of
the peat plateau alongan axis running southwest. The surface
peat varies from a few decimetres to a maximum of 1.1 m in
thickness. The peat overlies postglacialmarineclaysand
clay-silt containing ice rafted boulders;
a boulder pavement lies
at the stratigraphic contact between the peat
and the clayey silt.
A drillhole in the centre of the plateau a few metres from the
survey line revealed
a thickness of 24 m of clayey-silt. The near
surfacelayer of thepermafrostzonebeneaththepeat
has
numerous thick ice lenses adding
up to a volumetric icecontent
of 70% (Gahe et al, 1987). The thickness of frozen ground and
the abruptly attenuated radar signal
are evident in the unfrozen
marine clay sedimentsin the subpermafrost (Fig.15A,B). The
more massive ice lenses near the surface appear as abundant
50 and 100 ns (4-8 m). From the
multilayered reflectors between
radar profile, permafrost
is interpreted tobe thicker beneaththe
peat mounds and thinner beneath the depressions, and the ice
content is lower below thedepressions in the peat plateau (e.g.,
sample points 22-23;85-86; Fig. 15A, B). The strong reflector
around 75 ns represents a thick ice lens. The CMP survey at this
site yielded a propagation speed of 8 cm/ns, from which we
calculate amaximum permafrost depth
of 13m, which compares
favourably with the result of other geophysical surveys along
this profileGahe et al., (1987).

CONCLUSION
As illustrated by the results of the field test conducted in
the Kangiqsualujjuaq area, ground probing radar (GPR) is
an excellent geophysical tool for the study of permafrost.
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GPR has been used successfully to determine the thickness
of the thawed zone and of the active layer, to detail the
internal stratigraphy of the surficial deposits, and to detect
the base of icebearing permafrost. Like all geophysical
systems, GPR cannot be used universally and has certain
limits imposed on it by the electrical characteristics of fine
grained surficial materials, which limit the propagation of
VHF electromagneticsignal.GPRoperates
most
successfully in granular materials,as illustrated by the
resolution of sedimentary structures and stratigraphic details
at site 2. Even in clayey silts, amaterial much less favourable
for thepropagation of the VHF signal,significant
geotechnical information can be retrieved on radar profiles,
as illustratedatsites
3 and 4 (e.g.thenearsurface
concentration of ground ice). We find that GPR works best
in materialslesssuitable
to othergeophysical
survey
systems (e.g.,seismicrefractionsurveymethod).It
is
even possible to obtain a general view
of the fabricof till
layers (site 1). GPR is an important complement to
the
modem arrays of geophysical methods availableto study
theinternalmakeupandpermafrostcharacteristics
of
unconsolidated materials.
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Deconvolution of ground probing radar data
J.P. Todoeschuck1, P.T. LaFleche2, O.G. Jensen3,
A.S. Judge4, and J.A.Pilon4

A bstruct
The return signal received in the collection of ground probing radar (GPR) data in layered ground
represents the convolution of the emitted wavelet and the reflection sequence for the local geology.
Coupling between the transmit and receive antennas and the immediately underlying ground varies
considerably from place to place. This variation leads to uncertainty in the precise form of the source
waveletmakingdeterministicdeconvolution
of thesignalimpractical.RecentadvancesinGPR
instrumentation have allowed the collection of large volumes of digital data. The close similarity between
GPR and reflection seismic data suggests that deconvolution techniques that have been used in the seismic
industry could be applied successfully to radar data. Predictive deconvolution allows estimation of the
source wavelet from the observed time series. This method involves assuming a model for the reflection
sequence. W e derive a filter for
the scaling noise model, where the power spectrum of the reflection sequence
is proportional to some power of the spatial frequency.We show, using recentfield data, that
deconvolution
can enhance the results and resolve additional near surface features.

Resume
L'echo r e p , selon les donnees recueillies par georadar dans un sol stratifie, represente la convolution
du signal emis et la sequencede reflexion de la geologie locale. Le couplage des antennes de transmission
et de reception avec le sol directement sous-jacent varie considerablement d’un endroit a I'autre. Cette
variation cree une incertitude relativement a la forme precise du signal d'origine rendant impossible la
deconvolution deterministe du signal. Les perfectionnements recents apportis au georadar ont permis de
recueillir une grande quantite de donnees numeriques. L'etroite similarite entre les donnees radar et de
sismique reflexion indique que lestechniquesdediconvolution
utilisees dansl'industrie sismique
pourraientetre appliquees avec succes aux donnees radar. La deconvolution predictive permet de
determiner le signal source des series temporelles observees. Cette methode fait intervenir un modele de la
sequence de riflexion. Un filtre
est derivi pour le modele du bruit scalant ou le spectre de puissance de la
sequence de riflexion est proportionnel a une certaine puissance de la frequence spatiale. A l'aide de
donnees de terrain recentes, on montre que la deconvolution peut ameliorer les resultats et permettre de
resoudre d'autres elements proches dela surface.
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INTRODUCTION
Ground probing radar (GPR) hasmarkedsimilarities to
seismic reflection profiling, with electromagnetic replacing
acoustic waves. Despite a shallower depth of penetration
thanseismicmethods,GPRhasenjoyedwideuse
in
engineering and other applications because of the higher
resolutionoffered by theshorterwavelengths used. The
advent of digital data storagehas increased the similarities
to seismic practice and suggests the use of data processing
schemes, which are common there. One of these techniques
is deconvolution of the observations.Deconvolution has the
effect of removing the character of the emitted pulse or
wavelet from the observations, which can allow shaping the
pulse for further display. This isstep
desirable before further
processing, such as migration.
The return pulse from an interface is ideally a faithful
echo of the transmitted pulse. Additionalinterfaces will
produce additional returns which may very well overlap at
thereceiver. Wecan express the returnedsignal as the
convolution of thewaveletwiththereflectionseries
representing the reflection coefficientsand location of each
interface.
Ifwe discretize the wavelet as wi and thereflection
sequence in travel time as ri then theobservationsXi are given
by equation (1 )
Xk =

z Wi R-j

PREDICTIVE DECOMPOSITION
Thestatisticalmeasurethat
we focus on is the power
spectrum of the reflection sequence, which we take to be
known a priori. Knowing the power spectrum is equivalent
to knowing the autocorrelation function (ACF). If the ACF
of the observations is R m then

where E denotes the expectation operator.
Assuming for a moment that we have an infinite amount
of data, the output
of our filter will be

and the ACF Yj ofthe output is

(1)

or

(Silvia and Robinson, 1979).
c

x=w*r.

(2)

We want to use ourobservations to get the geophysically
interesting part of the signal, the reflection sequence.
Convolving the observations with a suitable filterwhich
willremovetheeffects
of theconvolution with the
wavelet. This process is referredto as deconvolution.An
idealfilterwouldreproducethereflectionsequence
exactly. In general our filter will produce an estimate of
the reflection sequence, ei. If the filter is ai
e=x*a.

then from equation 6, the condition on the Yj's for j > J will
be satisfied, i.e., they will equal zero. Now consider the last
nonzero term, YJ.
We will normalize our filter so that a 0 = 1.
Then, using equation 7, we see from equation 6

(3)

The filter is called the inverse of the wavelet. Now, if we
know the wavelet, it is relativelystraightforward to calculate
its inverse. Use of this inverse can be called deterministic
deconvolution. However, if thewavelet is not known, we can
andan
stillcalculate an inverseusingtheobservations
appropriatestatistical model of the reflection sequence by the
method of predictive decomposition.
Experience suggests that the waveform in GPR can
vary from place to place in both shape and amplitude,
perhaps because of the changing coupling with ground
of differing electrical properties. This variation suggests
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Suppose thatthereflection
sequence has only a few
nonzero Yj'S, say for 0 s j 5 J. (The reason for this will be
explained below.) If

Likewise
(9)
so

We must now select a model or at least a group of models
for our reflection sequence. One class, which has been of
filter coefficientsbased on the ACFs of the observations and thegreat interest for seismic reflection sequences, is that of the
scaling noises. A scaling noise is a random sequence with
model reflection sequence (Todoeschuck and Jensen, 1988).
many interesting properties but the important one for us is
that its power spectrum P is proportional to some power of
frequency f, that is,

so on for the remaining nonzero terms. This process
gives

us a full set of equations, known as the normal equations,
for the
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Figure 1. Variation with a of the lag = 1, 2, 3 terms of the
autocorrelation function ofan fa process.

where a is a realnumber. The power spectra of seismic
reflection sequences have been found to be well characterized
by equation 11 with a 1 (Waldenand Hosken, 1985;
Todoeschuck et al., 1989). When
0 L a 5 2, the ACFdies away
quickly for long lags. Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the
ACF at the first few lags for this range of a. (Remember that
the ACF at lag = 0 is unity.) As can be seen for a = 0 (white
noise) the ACF = 0 at all nonzerolags. The lag = 1 term grows
much more quickly than the others, with the lag = 2 term
becoming significant only for a > 1.5, which suggests
truncating the ACF at two terms. The result in terms of the
power spectrum is shown (Fig.2) for the case a = 1. The exact
spectrum is the result of Fourier transforming all the terms in
the ACF. Taking one term in the ACF corresponds to a white
one
spectrum, the horizontal line through the average. Taking
more term greatly improves the fit, which adding additional
terms only slightly improves.
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Figure 4. The profile of Figure 3 deconvolved with a = 0 and
then reconvolved with a half sine for direct comparison; note
the near surface layering between
80 and 120 m and the three
hyperbolic reflections discussed
in the text.
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Figure 5. The profile of Figure 3 deconvolved with a = 1 and
then reconvolved with a half sine for direct comparison; an
additional hyperbolic reflectoris now discernable.
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spectrum. There are two ways oflooking at this. First, if you
know nothing about a spectrum, drawing a horizontal line is
the least damaging assumption (Fig. 2). Alternatively, it is
equivalent to truncating the ACF at one term. Thevalue a = 1
has been found usefulin the seismic case.

The normal equations for a two term ACF become

I: an Rn= Yo - a i y i ,

and

In all practical cases, we will be interested in obtaining a
filter of finite length, L + 1,say, so we can write equation 12
in matrix form as

. .

R1Ro
RoR1

RL

. . .

. . .

RL

a0

. .Y1RL-I a1
RL-I .aL. Ro

.

Yo-alY1

= o
0

(13)

The matrix is Toeplitz in form, which offers advantages in
the solution. Our technique is toassume Y 1 = 0, solve for the
filter coefficients, use these to calculate Yo which, for a given
value of a gives usY1. anditerate. A small number of
iterations is typically needed.

EXAMPLE
In 1986, a GPR survey was carried out over dam 1A at Lupin
Mine near Contwoyto Lake, N.W.T., Canada (LaFltche et al.,
1987). The damis 250 m long and 7 m high. Itwas
constructed of a silty-sandy fill above graded overburden,
with an added 2 m of gravelly sand. Bedrock outcrops at the
ends of the dam but is 20 m below the topof the overburden
near the centre. The dam leaks, probably because ofthe
presence of unfrozen zones. The survey used an A-Cubed Inc.
pulseEKK0 I11 radar with 100 MHz centre frequency. The
samplingintervalwas800ps.Figure
3 showsthe
undeconvolved results from a portion of the survey in a
positive-shaded display. The data were filtered to remove any
low frequency drift in the traces and automatic gain to a
maximum multiplication of 300 was applied trace by trace.
For the deconvolution method outlined above to be fully
exploited it is necessary to know thevalue of parameter a. In
the case of seismograms, it was possible to use sonic logs to
estimate a. Unfortunately the same has not beendone for the
variations in dielectric and conductivity properties causing
the reflections in the radar case. It is hoped that
core logs may
indicate of the proper range of a. It may also be possible to
determine a directly from the trace. We initially assume a = 0
and produce a reflection sequence. We estimate a value of a
from its power spectrum and deconvolve the observations
using this new value, iterating as necessary. This technique
has shown promising results with seismograms. Meanwhile,
it is possible to proceed by taking the valuesa = 0 and a = 1.
The first value gives the well known prediction error filter
(Robinson, 1957)and corresponds to assuming a white power
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Figure 4 shows the data deconvolved with the prediction
error filter (PEF) trace by trace. Now, the deconvolved
reflection sequence consists of a series of numbers and can
be transferred to, say, a migration algorithm in that form.
They can also be displayed as a series of lines proportional to
their value, butwe have found this output tobehardto
interpret. We have therefore reconvolved the sequence with
a half-sine operator of known amplitude and wavelength.
This display is comparable to the original. Several features,
which were not clearly seen, are now evident in the near
surface between 0 and 100 ns. In the interval from 65to 100m
along the profile, several closely spaced reflecting horizons
are now resolved. We interpret these hcrizons as layering in
the uppermost gravelly sand fill. Three shallow hyperbolic
reflectors can be seen from100 to 150 m. They are obscured
by the air and ground arrivals in the original data, We know
that four culverts were buried 1 m deep between 100 and
168 m. Deconvolution of thedata with a = 1 yields somewhat
improved results (Fig. 5 ) . Four hyperbolic reflectors, which
we interpret as the four culverts, can now be seen. It may be
that better estimates of a would lead to even better results.

CONCLUSION
In the field of reflection seismology deconvolution has been
an important, if not essential step in such things as migration,
attenuation, or interpretation of reflection coefficients. The
same will probably be true in the processing of digital GPR
data. As the example shows, it is also useful for what is in
effect shaping the radar pulse. Here we have shortened the
pulse and removed any tail. The additional resolution
obtained may well be useful, particularly for faint or closely
spaced features such as may occur in the nearsurface region.
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